
"GrandMa, you should try to contribute
to Wikipedia."



"GrandMa, you should try to contribute
to Wikipedia."
"Good idea !"
But...



"If I do something wrong ?"
"I can't change someboy else's text"
"I'm not a specialist"
...
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"How does Wikipedia works ?"
"How can I edit ?"
"And if I do somethig wrong ?"
We have to change Wikipedia !
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How does Wikipedia works ?
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"Wikipedia is a Google project written by
specialists.
No ?"
Inform people
"The best place ? The site notice !"





+ Short text
+ in October



"You edit Wikipedia ?
You ?"

Inform peope IRL
"We are not only behind computer
screens"



+ "WikiPermanences"
+ Identified places
+ Regular meetings



How can I edit ?
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"Welcome to Wikipedia.
If you need some help, please read this
Help page, and this one, and this one..."
New welcome message
"Hello ! My name is Trizek, and I'm here
to help you."
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+ most important rules and help pages
+ easier access to community talk pages
+ 35 volunteers  ~5 questions/month for each



"You didn't found the information ?
Search it.
You didn't found the information ?
Search again."
New help page index
"What do you want to do, to know ?"





+ most wanted pages
+ a little bit modern



"Revert.
This page is not the place to ask
questions."
A place for questions
"Ask, and we will answer."



+ one answer in less than 5 minutes
+ we know what must be improved



And if I do something wrong ?
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"..."

We have to explain
"You make an error, but you can
improve it.
And if you need, you can contact me :
I will help you."
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+ No big warning images, or red frame
+ "hello", "thank you": more human



"Anybody want to be my tutor ?"
Message sent on April 2009

Tutoring
"Choose your tutor.
If you want to contribute, he will help you."



+ One page only
+ You can choose : everything is automated



Possible ?
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The project
Since september 2011
Help pages project +
Tutoring project +
New users project =
Projet:Aide et accueil fr:P:A&A
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The team
AM 23
Alexander Doria
Arkanosis
Auregann
Berdea
Bertrouf
Bibliorock
Binabik155
Chatsam
Coyote du 86
Daniel Rouxel
Darkoneko

Dodoïste
Elfix
Frakir
GL
Gibeco
Irønie
Jules78120
Juraastro
Kelam
Kilith
Koui²
Kropotkine 113
Kyro

LPLT
Lgd
Ludo29
Orikrin1998
Orlodrim
PicSou
Salix
Sammyday
Superjuju10
Theoliane
TigH
Trizek
Woozz



My grandmother doesn't contribute yet.
But we change Wikipedia, in order to
help her, and everybody who want to
contribute easily.
That is our commitment.

Benoît Evellin
User:Trizek

benoit.evellin@wikimedia.fr




